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In our modern society, Marriage and Family are the most basic forms of 
social organization in our life, and the harmonious families are also to build a 
harmonious society. To be sure, the Military Marriage is the main and extremely 
characteristic content in Marriage and Family in China, which embodies that the 
government makes special policy to protect Military Marriage. With the 
development of our society and with the changing of human ideology, problems 
of Military Marriage have more and more disputes. Especially focus on active 
servicemen, the right to refuse divorce of active servicemen, limiting right of 
divorce of active servicemen, freedom of marriage to the consort of active 
servicemen. Consequently, the civil special regulations of Military Marriage are 
facing severe challenges. Therefore, how to balance the relationship among the 
active servicemen, consorts of active servicemen and country, to perfect by the 
civil special regulations of Military Marriage, which are the key problems. 
Based on that, this paper takes apart the civil special regulations of Military 
Marriage for the study view, chosen Article 33 of Marriage Law as study object.  
The thesis consists of three parts: introduction, text and conclusion.  
Part one, which is the part of introduction, explains the research 
background and purpose, and briefly reviews of Military Marriage, introduces 
the key points and significances of choosing this topic. 
Part two is the text, which is divided into four chapters. 
Chapter One mainly demonstrates the concepts of Military Marriage and 
the civil special regulations of Military Marriage. Based on the basic concepts 
described, the thesis analysis the evolution history of the civil special 
regulations of Military Marriage, and then drives understanding the connotation 
of the civil special regulations of Military Marriage. 















point and its background of the civil special regulations of Military Marriage, 
moreover, surrounded by a controversy with amendment of Article 33 of 
Marriage Law before and after. The controversy comparatively analyzes three 
views about ‘Affirmation’, ‘Negation’, ‘Compromise’, thus the ‘Compromise’ 
views are more reasonable, which can keep abreast of the times. In the process 
of building a harmonious society, the Article 33 of Marriage Law through 
amendment and development may be more significant. 
Chapter Three is the empirical study, which analyzes the civil special 
regulations of Military Marriage on the basis of questionnaire survey. On the 
one hand, questionnaire pays attention to investigation items. On the other hand, 
through the analysis on the description statistics, articles, differences, the thesis 
discusses the necessities of special protection of Military Marriage, especially 
the significances of Article 33 of Marriage Law. Based on discussion above, the 
empirical study can provide some references for perfecting the civil special 
protection of Military Marriage. 
Chapter Four analyzes the practical value of the civil special regulations of 
Military Marriage based on the chapters discussed above, seeking for creating 
the equity mechanism between the protection of Military Marriage and the 
protection of the rights and interests of women, so as to establish the long-term 
mechanism that can facilitate the development of Military marital relations. By 
analysis, the civil special protection of Military Marriage has some limits in 
practice. However, there are some reasons about the existence of its system to a 
certain degree.  
Part three mainly concludes the key views and the empirical study, and 
mainly expounds the conclusion, innovations, shortage, researches in future of 
this thesis. 
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